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Suellyn Scarnecchia -

A Courageous Voice for
Children
by Toni Shears

O

nce in a while, a case comes along that can refocus your
whole career in law. For Suellyn Scarnecchia, that case
came in the small form of a child known as Jessica.
Scarnecchia and students in the Law School's Child Advocacy
Law Clinic represented Roberta and Jan DeBoer in their struggle
to adopt the child they've lived with and loved for two years.
The girl's biological parents, Cara and Daniel Schmidt of Iowa,
fought to block the adoption and reclaim custody.
Cara, then single, waived parental rights to her daughter at
birth in February 1991 , but she named the wrong man as father.
Within weeks, she reconsidered; after the DeBoers brought the
baby back to Michigan, she told Schmidt that he was the real
father, and they launched a legal battle to reclaim the child. After
three Iowa courts confirmed the Schmidts' parental rights and
granted them custody, the DeBoers sought the clinic' s help.
In Michigan courts and the glare of intense publicity,
Scarnecchia and the DeBoers argued that the Iowa rulings
weren't valid because they failed to consider the child's best
interests. In July, the Michigan Supreme Court ruled that the
child must go back to the Schmidts in Iowa. Scarnecchia,
Professor Kent Syverud and attorneys at the Washington, D.C.,
firm of Wilmer, Cutler and Pickering asked the U.S. Supreme
Court to block the transfer order and hear the case. The Court
refused, and in a tear-drenched parting Aug. 2, Scarnecchia
handed the child over to the Schmidts.
Scarnecchia, a clinical professor of law, normally teaches
litigation and guides clinic students who actually argue cases in
court. Suddenly she found herself litigating under the bright
lights of Court TV cameras, taking late-night calls from fact
checkers at The New Yorker, and getting harassment calls at
home from Schmidt supporters.
The thoughtful, low-key professor says she's learned a lot
from the high-profile, high-stress case. The experience gave her
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new perspectives on the legal status of children's rights, her work
and herself. Most important, she says, "I've really come to see
.~ that a child's voice is nearly silent in court. I'm thinking about
ways to change that.
"There's no question that this case has solidified my interest in
child advocacy. I think sometimes an attorney needs a major case
to bring out strengths and goals and this is mine."
The DeBoers came to Scarnecchia and the Child Advocacy
Law Clinic for help in November 1992. They were waiting for
the Iowa Supreme Court to rule on their appeal and anticipating
the worst. They had exhausted their financial resources but not
their hopes, and they wanted to fight on in Michigan if they lost a
third time in Iowa. A private attorney referred them to the clinic,
where students gain real-life experience by providing free legal
services in cases involving child abuse, neglect or termination of
parental rights.
At first, Scarnecchia thought there was little hope that Michigan courts would take the case, but the students she asked to
research the jurisdiction issue found one case that offered a
precedent to switch states. "My clients and I knew we had little
chance of success, but we felt that the injustice inherent in the
Iowa decision was something we should try to fight," she says.
"A child's right to have her best interests considered, even in the
face of a conflict with her father's rights, is an important legal
issue. The case offered a good teaching tool."
Not least among the lessons was a crash course in advanced
media relations. "As soon as we realized how much media
coverage there was going to be, we saw that this was not a case
where we could put students in court like we usually do. We
didn't want them to be in a situation where they were reciting their
very first words in court while hooked to 20/20's cameras,"
Scarnecchia says with a laugh.
Instead, she argued the case up to the Michigan Supreme Court.

She found herself constantly televised, photographed and interviewed. Court TV broadcast the entire eight-day hearing on the
child's interests in Washtenaw County Circuit Court. "I found out
people were sitting in bars in Cedar Rapids watching every minute
of this," she marvels. Of all the surreal media moments, "Court
TV was the weirdest part," she says. "They are just like sports
commentators, doing play-by-play during the trial. They ask you
during breaks if you want to comment on the trial. One day I
decided I did want to comment on some issue. The reporter was
listening to the guy in the New York studio
through an earpiece and all of a sudden she
turned to me and started asking me
questions. I felt like I was Bo
Schembechler being interviewed on the
sidelines. It was really strange."
Like sportscasts, Court TV relies on
experts around the country to give instant
analysis of a trial in progress. Ironically,
one such expert asked to comment on
Scamecchia's performance in court had to
decline because about that time, he was
evaluating her teaching skills for her
tenure review at the Law School.
She was granted tenure in May, but
because her review was mentioned in the
newspapers, even that came under public
criticism. Schmidt proponents complained
that she shouldn't be rewarded with tenure
for spending the Law School's resources
and taxpayers money to support the
DeBoers when they have little legal
standing. Scamecchia calmly ignores the
personal attacks, but she defends the
clinic's role in taking the case.
''The clinic is here to take a public
policy position on children's rights and
teach students about important issues like this. We will always
have people who disagree with a position and they will object to
tax dollars spent on it, but in fact, those dollars are spent on
educating law students. We can't teach students to be lawyers
without taking positions on cases."
Scamecchia stresses that the DeBoers paid all out-of-pocket
expenses related to the case, including phone bills, copying fees,
travel costs, expert witness fees and filing fees. "All we've
provided is free attorney time, which is considerable," she says,
declining fo even estimate the hours involved. "However, there is
no question that there are other attorneys who would have been
willing to do this for free, although it might have taken a combination of offices to handle the workload, whereas we had the
students to help."
She's grateful for the efforts of her students and attorneys,
including alumni, who volunteered to help with parts of the case.
For example, Veronique Lerner, '86, and local attorney Joan
Lowenstein coauthored a Michigan Supreme Court brief on behalf
of guardians ad litem. Sally Rutzky, '73, and Peter Darrow, '48,
served as Jessica's court-appointed guardians ad litem. Scott
Bassett, '81, represented Darrow in a second case filed in the

child's name.
The six students staffing the case clearly learned a lot and
loved it. ''They're excited about jurisdiction and civil procedure in
a way I've never seen students excited about these subjects," she
says. She has shared every problem and issue with them - even
the somewhat superficial but very real problem of what to wear
when all the cameras are aimed at you.
After long debate, Scamecchia broke the long-standing taboo
for female attorneys and wore pants to court. Yes, even the
Michigan Supreme Court. "My women
students were appalled. They were so
convinced that you have to wear a skirt to
court. It's another example of the questions
new women lawyers face that men just
don't have to deal with," she says. She had
serious qualms herself, but finally decided,
''The Supreme Court was not going to
decide the case on whether or not I wore
pants. It came down to the fact that I
would feel much more comfortable trying
a case in pants." She did and encourages
women attorneys to try it and "call me if
someone complains!"
Heaven knows she's heard plenty of
complaints already. Emotions ran high on
both sides of the case, and she received
anonymous calls at home from people
supporting the Schmidts. Pro-DeBoer
people stopped her on the street to tell her
she was doing a good job. ''That's nice,
but it also scares me a little bit to have
strangers coming up to me because there
are such strong feelings on the other side,"
she notes.
Scamecchia battles her own worries
about what will happen to Jessica. "From
all I've been told, sending her back to Iowa will hurt her terribly.
It's my experience that courts usually consider the child's interests
paramount in custody cases. This case feels worse because the
courts aren't considering her interests at all. It's very frustrating,"
she says quietly.
The intense media attention and the potential of arguing the
DeBoers' case all the way to the Supreme Court made
Scamecchia call on qualities she didn't know she had - like
courage. She told Law School graduates in a speech at Honors
Convocation in May that she found herself contemplating courage
as she struggled to make sense of her role. After 12 years as an
attorney, she was surprised to realize how hard it was to relate
courage to her profession. It was still harder to think of herself as
courageous. ''Then I remembered what had drawn me to becoming a lawyer. It was my desire to be like those courageous
lawyers who fought in court for the underdog, like Atticus Finch,
the white lawyer who faced his town to represent a black defendant wrongly accused of rape in To Kill a Mockingbird," she told
students.
As this case drew to its bitter conclusion, Scamecchia showed
commitment and courage worthy of the heroes of literature and
21

the civil rights movement who inspired her career choice. On the
day the court-ordered transfer took place, it fell to her to carry the
screaming Jessica from the DeBoers' home, escorted by guards
hired after intense public opposition led to threats. She drove the
child to a secure garage at Ann Arbor Police Department where the
Schmidts waited, shielded from cameras, to claim the child. She
had to entice Jessica to climb into the Schmidts' van, and then she
turned away. Just two hours later, she bravely recounted the
wrenching experience before a room full of reporters.
"We really could not anticipate how hard this was going to be.
It was terribly, terribly hard," she told reporters. "We've taken a
healthy, happy child and sent her away from her family. We've
done a terrible thing to her today.
"I strongly believe that it was the law of the state of Iowa that
created her family with the DeBoers and the law that ripped her
family apart. I'm ashamed in many ways to be part of a legal
system that allowed this to happen and I pray she'll be O.K. A lot
of people have debated who was at fault in this case. Regardless of
what the adults did and where we went wrong, the fact is that the
law should have intervened to protect her from this trauma."
Although disappointed in the law now, Scarnecchia has known
since age 14 that she wanted to battle injustice as a lawyer. Once in
law school, she was drawn to the women's movement and served
as president of the Women Law Student Association. After
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graduation in 1981, though, she shelved her interest in family law
and practiced employment discrimination law in private practice
in Battle Creek instead.
"I kept away from family law because I was aware that there
was a sexist stereotype that it was a woman's field. I was worried
that people wouldn't take me seriously as a litigator in that kind of
practice. It's ironic that I'm getting all this publicity and attention
for a child's case after all," she laughs.
Ultimately, her interest in children - her own son and others
- brought her back to the Law School to join the clinic faculty in
1987. "One of the reasons I left private practice was to be able to
spend more time with my son, now 7. During this case, I spent
more weekend and evening time working than I ever did in
practice," she notes.
More soberly, she adds that she's worried about the impact of
the case on her son. "He's heard me talk to reporters on the phone
about how terrible I think it would be for Jessica if she went to
Iowa now. I didn't really realize how much of that he was hearing
until Martin Luther King Day. Everyone in his class had to finish
the sentence, 'I have a dream... .' His was, 'I have a dream that
Jessica will get to stay with the DeBoers. "'
Jessica's case has given her new ways to think about child
abuse and neglect. "I know I've learned just how difficult it is to
ask adults to think in terms of a child's point of view. I realize

The Battle for Custody
February '91
Cara Clausen gives birth to a baby girl
and releases her parental rights. The man she named as
father waives his rights as well. The infant goes to live in
Ann Arbor with Roberta and Jan DeBoer.
March '91
Clausen challenges her release of
rights in Iowa courts, claiming she signed papers without
waiting the 72 hours required by Iowa law. Dan Schmidt
also challenges the adoption, claiming that he is the real
father. The Iowa Juvenile Court dismisses both claims.
December '91
Iowa District Court finds that Schmidt
is the father and orders the DeBoers to return the child to
him.
January '92
Iowa Supreme Court stays the District
Court order, finding that it is in Jessica' s best interest to
leave her with the DeBoers pending appeal. In September, the court affirms district court findings.

..
just how ingrained our belief is as a society that biological
parents' rights are absolute," she says.
"I've thought a lot more about fathers' rights. I believe fathers
should have a right to make a claim for custody, but a child' s
rights should have at least equal consideration. In reading other
cases through the light of this case, I've come to see that a child is
not considered a person and often has no voice in what will
happen. There's an assumption that a parent can give away a
child like property."
Scarnecchia hopes to focus more on sex abuse cases in the
future, and Jessica' s case has handed her a key to the tough
problem of proving children's claims. "I think the key is that
children's voices are nearly silent in court." Her challenge is to
find ways to help the courts see and hear the views of the very
young.
Although she lost the DeBoer case, Scarnecchia knows she's
helped raise interest in children's rights in ways that only a real
case with a real child can do. She's passionately hoping for legal
reform that will protect adoptive parents and respect the best
interests of children. She also has the satisfaction of introducing
students to the legal issues involved and watching their confidence
grow.
It's clear that Scarnecchia and her students will long remember
the lessons of a case with immense consequences for parents and
children. With quiet passion, she says, "We took on this case to
teach students how to be lawyers and be advocates for children's
rights. We feel we've been very successful at both. Even in our
loss, we've moved children's rights into the public eye."

December '92
The Iowa Supreme Court grants custody to Schmidt. The DeBoers file in Michigan Circuit
Court under the Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction Act.
January '93
Michigan Circuit Court holds an eightday hearing on Jessica' s best interests.
February '93
CircuitCourtjudgefindsitinthechild's
interest to remain with the DeBoers. The Schmidts'
attorney appeals the court's jurisdiction.
March '93
Michigan Court of Appeals rules that
Michigan has no jursidiction and the DeBoers have no
standing to bring a custody case.
April '93
Jessica's guardian ad litem, Peter
Darrow, files a new custody case in Circuit Court on
behalf of the child. The Michigan Supreme Court grants
leave to appeal both the DeBoer case and the child's suit.
June '93
The Michigan Supreme Court hears
oral arguments in both cases.
July '93
The Michigan Supreme Court
upholds the Court of Appeals decision and orders both
parties to work out a transfer plan to return Jessica to
the Schmidts within 31 days. The DeBoers petition the
U.S. Supreme Court to stay the transfer order and hear
the case. The Court refuses to grant a stay. On Aug. 2,
the DeBoers bid tearful goodbyes to Jessica and
Scamecchia tum her over to the Schmidts, who fly her
back to Iowa immediately.
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Leaming Real-World Law
• The Criminal Appellate Clinic. An appointee
When 1981 graduate Suellyn Scarnecchia studied
from the Michigan State Appellate Defender's office
law at the U-M in 1978-81, clinical law courses
heads this clinic. Students learn about appeals by
weren't cool.
writing briefs and defending clients from the office's
Back then, clinics were considered bad for your
caseload.
resume, recalls Scarnecchia, a clinical professor of
law who now teaches in the Child Advocacy Law
• The Legal Assistance for Urban Communities
Clinic.
Program. It channels students' energy and talent into
Today students are scrambling to enroll in the
legal and technical assistance for community
clinics for a taste of real-world legal practice before
development organizations in Detroit. Rochelle
they leave Hutchins Hall. In 1992-93, nearly 30
Lento heads the three-year-old program.
students applied for 10 slots in the Women and the
Law Clinic, says Scarnecchia, who splits teaching
In addition to the clinics, there are several
duties in that clinic with Julie Kunce Field.
student-run projects that assist clients with real"The clinics offer a tremendous confidence boosworld problems in immigration law, Haitian refugee
ter for students and let them develop the kinds of
relationships they will have as attorneys. We start off issues, family law and other areas.
The clinics attract a broad range of students.
in the roles of faculty and students; the goal is to end
Some have a special interest in the specific field of
as colleagues working on a case together and that is
law and others just want litigation experience. "The
usually successful," says Scarnecchia. "Every year
we see students go from very frightened to confident .,.clinic is a tremendous opportunity to tum them on to
an area of law or just make them aware of issues in a
and skillful."
field that they otherwise might not learn about,"
The Child Advocacy Law Clinic, launched in
Scarnecchia says. "It also puts students in contact
1976 by Donald Duquette, handles all aspects of
with clients who may have backgrounds and viewchild abuse and neglect cases. The 1992-93 class
points very different from their own."
lucked into a very different learning experience with
Although the clinics offer a great teaching
the high-profile DeBoer adoption battle.
opportunity, they face an uncertain future as funding
The Women and Law Clinic represents women in
family law, domestic violence, employment discrimi- becomes scarce. The Law School funds one or two
nation and sexual harassment cases. Students practice faculty positions and support staff for each major
clinic, but all other funding comes from grants or
their trial skills and participate in a mock jury trial
donations. Recently, a generous gift from the Milton
before moving on to handle real civil cases.
A.
Charlotte and R. Kramer Charitable Foundation
Other clinics are:
helped the Child Advocacy Law Clinic meet its
1992-93 budget.
• The Michigan Clinical Law Program. Director
The newest program, the Women and Law Clinic,
Paul Reingold, Mark Mitshkun, Nick Rine and Field
is
staffed
only part-time by Scarnecchia and Field
supervise about two dozen students who handle civil
and
can
serve
only 10 students. Without further
cases for indigent clients in circuit, district and
support
from
grants
or gifts, the clinic may not
probate courts. Students try cases involving prisoner
continue.
The
other
clinics
are facing financial
civil rights, employment discrimination, landlordstruggles
as
well.
tenant disputes, consumer insurance issues and
"The clinic programs are expensive to run
family law.
because the student-faculty ratio is so low," says
Reingold. "There used to be a fair amount of funding
• The Environmental Law Clinic. Mark Van
available
but it's just gone. If we could find a donor
Putten directs the clinic that operates as a field
to
support
our work, it would be great."
branch of the National Wildlife Federation. Most of
the clinics projects involve protecting and enhancing
Great Lakes water quality.
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